Electrical vestibular stimulation and space motion sickness.
Electrical vestibular stimulation (EVS) in dynamic balance condition was studied in order to search for a new provocative test of space motion sickness (SMS). SMS is usually attributed to a sensory conflict caused by exposure to microgravity. Vestibular information is conflicting but also unusual and insignificant. EVS is in accordance with this feature because it is not the adequate stimulus of the vestibular receptors. EVS was achieved by means of binaural electrical stimulation. Effects of EVS were potentiated by compelling the subject to maintain dynamic balance on a seesaw. The quantification of this function was performed before during and after EVS in order to investigate a possible relationship between objective consequences of EVS i.e. dynamic balance disturbances, and the discomfort experienced by the subjects. Dynamic balancing skill was statistically worsened during EVS. Moreover EVS evoked subjective symptoms of SMS in 17 out of the 30 subjects examined. During EVS in eyes open conditions, the subjects who encountered the strongest discomfort, presented the most disturbed dynamic balance, evidencing a relationship between the level of discomfort and the imbalance arising from EVS This method could thus constitute an interesting basis of SMS ground-based test.